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Baanhn Beli
a helping hand: a friend forever

To help build a society in Pakistan that ensures justice, gender equity, economic betterment and truly
representative democracy by facililating a tolerant and enlightened environment, which enables the pursuit
of harmony with nature and excellence in human creativity and conduct.

To help establish new or strengthen existing community-based organisations which enable equitable
participation by all members of the community, specially girls and women in activities that promote better
health, education, access to basic services and other such relevant processes
with the aim of enhancing knowledge, capacity and
productivity.

1. Reach out to bring people together.
2. Do voluntary service -- even at the expense of personal convenience.
3. Bridge the rural-urban divide.
4. Concentrate on remote areas without modern infrastructure because these areas

deserve the most attention.
5. Work for the most disadvantaged groups.
6. Avoid handouts, except in extreme emergencies or special cases.
7. Use a democratic, participative process.
8. Ensure open, transparent, accountable procedures.
9. Keep accurate financial records that are regularly audited by external,

independent specialists.
10. Prioritize the advancement of women and children while supporing the

betterment of poor and dispossessed men.
11. Co-operate with all other relevent institutions:do not compete with them.
12. Respect traditional knowledge, non - discriminatory values and culture even as

contemporary information and skills are enhanced and exchanged.
13. Transcend all differences of race, caste, gender, religion and language.
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On 3rd August 1987, at a development workshop
organized at Nagarparkar in remote south-eastern
Sindh close to the Pakistan-India border - 19
individuals adopted the Nagarparkar Declaration in
the presence of about 200 persons, of whom about
150 were local villagers and the others were from
urban Sindh.

The 19 signatories represented both rural and urban
Sindh.  The adoption of the Declaration came after
work in the region by some of the 19 individuals,
which commenced two and a half years earlier in
February 1985.

The original initiative in 1985 was conducted under
the aegis of the Karachi chapter of the Society for
International Development, the Asian Federation of
Advertising Associations and MNJ Communications
(Pvt) Ltd. With the aid of an old Land Rover vehicle
donated by UNICEF to enable travel. The under-
signed had the privilege of being associated with all
the 3 sponsoring organizations of that event. Each of
these organizations had contributed in either cash or
kind to enable 30 to 40 persons resident in urban
Sindh, in Karachi, Hyderabad, Mirpurkhas and
elsewhere to travel to the south eastern edge of the
vast Tharparkar arid region.

And to do so over unmetalled sand-tracks in an area
without electricity, and other basic modern
infrastructure, moving over rough sand-tracks to make
friends with the residents of small, scattered and
severely disadvantaged citizens of Pakistan.

Dr. Hussain Buksh Kolachi representing Goth Sudhar

Sangat provided valuable hospitality and support.
Reproduced elsewhere in this report, the text of the
Nagarparkar Declaration speaks for itself.

The basic aim of the Declaration was – and remains
– to build, strengthen and sustain a unique bridge of
friendship and cooperation between urban and rural
areas, between technical, professional specialists and
poor, illiterate villagers, between Muslims and non-
Muslims, between deeply-rooted divisions of ethnicity,
language, religion, caste, gender and class that have
been either entrenched for centuries or have been
fomented in recent decades.

These 25 years have witnessed a maelstorm of change
at the global, regional, national and even at local
levels. Leaders and Governments, policies and projects,
operating conditions and sectors, infrastructure and
facilities : much has changed.
Some of this change has been for the better.  Some
for worse.  Yet some – not all - other facets have
obstinately stayed virtually unchanged.

Even as telephones, telecommunications connectivity,
electricity and metalled roads have improved
conditions – resistance has persisted.Regressive
attitudes that block progressive change, repressive
practices and inappropriate behaviour prevent complete
transformation.

Though complete transformation is not necessarily
an ideal. Particularly when it means the demolition
of something that is beautiful and delicate in historic
culture. However, there is a need for the demolition
of notions and actions which discriminate against
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women, against non-Muslims and
against the under-privileged and
terribly-named “untouchable” castes
within a particular religion.

This is why when we humbly take
stock of what our modest efforts have
achieved during the past 25 years, we
remain conscious of both the miles
already covered and the miles that lie
ahead.   While several goals have been
scored, many more have yet to be
attempted.  The match – perhaps an
endless one – continues.

We have sadly lost 5 of the 19
individuals who were signatories to
the Declaration in August 1987 and
were also present in the earlier two
and a half year period.  These are :
Mr. Noor Muhammad Shah, Mr. M.
Usman, Mr. Abdul Karim, Ms. Leero,
and Dr. Laiq Azam.  May their souls
always rest in peace.

Some persons who commenced the
journey with us and were active for
several years were unable to continue
because other duties called them
elsewhere.  Their support at a crucial
stage is greatly appreciated.

Some others have persevered for all
25 years.  With grit and unwavering
dedication.  They inspire us.

To all of them, whether they are elsewhere – in heaven,
or here on earth in Pakistan or overseas – as well as
all of those who are directly associated with Baanhn
Beli, as members, staff – well-wishers, supporters,
partners, donors, journalists and media professionals,
Provincial and Federal Governments, overseas friends
– to all of them we express our sincere thanks and
deep appreciation for their valued empathy and support.

25 years ago and up to the early years of the 21st
century it took many hours of rough riding over sand-
tracks to go by road from Mithi to Nagarparkar, from
Umerkot to Chachro and Khokhrapar, to Diplo and
to hundreds of villages where even today there are no
metalled roads.

But now: to reach the principal focal points such as
Mithi, Chachro, Islamkot, Diplo and Nagarparkar the
rapid construction of metalled roads of good quality
during the past few years has reduced road travel time
by over one-third. And increased the convenience
three-fold.

South-eastern Sindh even in 2011 remains the only
“corner” of Pakistan which is not served by a regular
air-link or by train.  Thus, road travel alone which
takes more time than air or train travel is the only
way to reach focal points, leave alone the villages
where most of our work is rendered.

Except for rare visits by the President of Pakistan
(Mr. Farooq Leghari in 1994), Governors of Sindh
(1993, 1997) and for a Chief Minister (1990) and for
self (only once out of 3 times while serving in the
Federal Cabinet, to reach the venue on time !) were

helicopters used to cut travel time.

Otherwise, for 25 years, the roads (often in bad
condition) and the sand-tracks have been our pathways
to our destinations. And this is not said by way of
complaint!

Perhaps 10 elements make Baanhn Beli distinct from
other organizations:

1. While we have the benefit of Younus Bandhani,
an able, veteran director of unusual commitment,who
heads a capable full-time staff, the leadership of
Baanhn Beli is entirely on a volunteer basis such as
the present Executive Committee of which M.K. Marri
is the dedicated President. This is not a volunteerism
that makes itself available once every 3 months or 4
months for Committee meetings or for monitoring
visits.  This is a volunteerism that is often at work on
a daily basis or once in every 2 or 3 days and certainly
on a weekly or fortnightly basis. To become a hands-
on volunteerism. Which nevertheless tries to refrain
from micro-management and interference in the full-
time staff's work : though this is not always prevented
!

2. Despite the emergence of several other development
organisations in Tharparkar and other parts of Sindh
over the past 25 years, Baanhn Beli remains the only
organization to simultaneously and comprehensively
transcend, at all levels, ethnic, linguistic, urban-rural
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differences, from the grass-roots level
to the leadership level.

3. Despite varying conditions of law
and order in the areas between Karachi
and Tharparkar ranging from perilous,
high-risk conditions to uneasy,
uncertain situations, the process of
regular road travel and communication
between urban Sindh and rural
Tharparkar has been maintained for
two and in half decades. The
Karachi–Nagarparkar  distance is
about 600 km each way. Or about 10
hours of road travel each way.

4. Despite the varying individual
political views and alignments of some
members of Baanhn Beli, the
organization has always remained a
strictly non-partisan forum.  During
an election campaign in particular –
and there have been 6 general
elections between 1985 and 2011 –
the under-signed , for example, has
never travelled from Karachi to any
part of Tharparkar. This absence was
affected in order to eliminate the scope
for possible misperceptions about
support by the founding president of
Baanhn Beli for a particular party or
candidate.  Even when a political party
of which the under-signed was the
founding secretary-general (the Millat
Party - founded 1998, merged with

the PML (Q) in 2005 against the advice of the
secretary-general !), held an election meeting in the
District Headquarters of Tharparkar in 2002, the under-
signed did not participate in the meeting nor
contributed to its facilitation.  This instance is cited
to underline the importance attached to remaining
non-partisan  in Tharparkar at all times.

5. Despite a chronic absence of full-time staff persons
proficient in English, the organization has produced
reports and documentation in English about its work
on a regular basis with optimal data – some of it quite
tedious ! – in order to enable verification, if required,
and to establish the credibility of its work.

6. Ours is also possibly the only organization of its
kind which acknowledges its own weaknesses candidly
in print and on the record.  Our previous report
published in 2008 lists 3 strengths and 6 weaknesses
as one example of our attempt to be self-critical. The
same list with one change is repeated in this report !

7. Despite sheer age – a young-veteran pioneer at 25
and growth in scale of work, Baanhn Beli has
consciously resisted becoming a “corporatised”, “large-
scale” NGO.  We have built no shiny new buildings
or large offices, specially in Karachi, Hyderabad or
Mirpurkhas.  For many years of the recent decade the
Karachi office has had a staff of one person or only
3 to 4 persons.

8. Over 90% of our resources, if not often even more,
are invested in the field and at the principal offices in
Nagarparkar and Mithi.  We have deliberately chosen
to grow horizontally rather than vertically.  Even at

the expense of being misperceived as having “slowed
down” in comparison to the momentum of our first
decade. We only rarely now brief large, urban-based
media: because while their coverage in the past is
greatly appreciated, it is also noted that media in
general prefer bad news to good news.

9. Fortunately, for Tharparkar, conditions have
improved significantly in the first decade of the 21st
century.  But rarely do media give the time and space
that such positive developments deserve.

10. Be that as it may, because the beauty and the
reality of the peacock dancing unseen in the forest
does not diminish only because the peacock is not
photographed by media, we carry on with our grass-
roots oriented, non-hierarchical approach to
organizational development and public service.

As we renew our pledge in 2011 and view the
uncharted, unknown vistas ahead for the next 25 years,
we are confident that the future membership and
leadership of Baanhn Beli, both rural and urban, will
sustain the spirit and the letter of the Nagarparkar
Declaration.  To help build a better Pakistan.

Javed Jabbar
Founding president
September 2011.
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25 years ago, in August 1987, in the  political domain,
Prime Minister Mohammad Khan Junejo was firmly
in command, giving even General Zia-ul-Haq,
President and Chief of Army Staff, a nervous time.

Benazir Bhutto had returned in 1986 to a tumultuous
welcome  from huge crowds. But there was no grave,
immediate threat to the Federal or Provincial
Governments, including the one in Sindh. Where
Karachi was already witnessing targetted killings
and attempts to foment ethnic conflicts, the gap
between urban and rural Sindh remained more than
geographical and demographic.

In August 2011, so much has changed for the better.
And so much has become worse.

All 3 of the above personalities have passed away,
one from natural reasons (Junejo), one by a mysterious
accident (Zia-ul-Haq), one by a tragic assassination
(Benazir  Bhutto). Hundreds of persons have been
killed in  Sindh, particularly in  Karachi. There is a
shattering break-down of law and order, and an
enormous decline in governance.

Floods in lower Sindh and heavy rain in parts of
Tharparkar have dislocated about 4 million people.

As this report goes to print on 14th
September 2011– in deference to the situation
in the country in general, wracked by
terrorism and violence, losing hundreds of
priceless human lives, enormous amounts of
time and resources and money and specially

in Sindh, highlighted by the daily slayings
in Karachi in August, and the heavy rains
and floods in southern Sindh including
Karachi in September, Baanhn Beli observes
its 25th formal, and 27th informal
anniversary in a quiet, humble manner. All
our members grieve for the lives lost, the
injuries suffered, the crops & property
damaged, the households uprooted, the
families distressed, whether in rural or in
urban Sindh or elsewhere in Pakistan.

We are rendering whatever relief and
support we can provide to the affected people.

We remain committed to our vision and mission.

In our anniversary year of 2011, foundation plaques
for two separate Baanhn Beli Friendship Centres are
being placed, on plots of land purchased in recent
years in Mithi and in Nagarparkar. In the years ahead,
these two Centres will be constructed to evolve
services in education, research, training, health care,
for studying and preserving the cultural heritage and
building capacity.

In October 2011 at the Alliance Francaise  in Karachi,
the Rotary Club of Karachi Green City
and Baanhn Beli are co-hosting a modest observance
of the milestone.

May harmony, justice and peace prevail.
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Founder
Members &
other senior
members

Younus
Bandhani

Kaleem
Baakza

Raheema
Yousufani

Ayesha Kolachi Gul-e-FarkhandaHumera
Siraj

Nyar Imam Rafiq Patel Manizeh Tariq
Hussain

Azra BabarDr. Qurrat-ul-ain
Bakhteari

Dr. Saeed Ismail Gul Mohammad
Mastohi

Javed Jabbar Professor
Dr. Gaffar Billo

Nawaz Ali Khoso Dr. Yasmeen Nehal HashmiDr. Hussain
 Buksh Kolachi

Jan Mohammad
Baloch

Rehana RashidRashida Bano

Aleem
Soomro

Faiz Mohammad
Junejo

Arbab Naik
Mohammad

Dr. Ghous
Buksh ISani

Khalid MumtazJawaid Babar Sumero Alah Dino Pally Ms. Neelofar

Other Founder Members & Volunteers:
1. Muhammad Yousuf
2. Faqir Mir Mohammad
3. Wasaepoto
4. Muhammad Saleem Shaikh
5. Muhammad Yaseen Shaikh
6. Prof. Murad Ali Rahimoon
7. Muhammad Riaz Khash Kheli
8. Muhammad Bashir Khash Kheli

9. Haji Sain Dino
10. Ali Mohammad Hingorjo
11. M. Qasim Hingorjo
12. Tusi Dino Junejo
13. M. Qasim Rahimoon
14. Wali Mohammad Rahimoon
15. Ms. Baee Samoon
16. Dr. Yousuf Mehranpoto
17. Bhaledino Junejo

18. M. Ramzan Soomro
19. Noor Mohammad Samoon
20. M. Siddique
21. Kehar Khan
22. Chanparam
23. Wali Mohammad Khoso
24. Comrade Mir
25. Mohammad Junejo
29. Mevo Sahar

30. Mohammad Hajjam
31. Jairam Das
32. Mrs. Nasreen Gul Mastoi
33. M.A. Shah
34. Liaquat Ali
35. Mohammad Iqbal
36. Bherulal T. Devraiain
37. Zulfiqar Ahmed
38. Gohram Balouch

39 Mohammad Achar Raheem
40. Ms, Masroor Hafiz
41. Farrukh Kemall
– and many others!



Mohammad Usman Chhacki: the
first resident of Nagarparkar to
establish friendship with visitors
from urban Sindh and who served
as the elected Chairman of the local
Union Council. He was a true
gentleman of real character whose
wisdom and balance gave Baanhn
Beli's work stability and security.

Abdullah Murad Baloch: a sincere,
brave resident of Karachi and a
housing entrepreneur who was
completely committed to Baanhn
Beli. He also became a notable
political leader and Provincial
legislator with integrity and courage.
He was brutally assassinated in 2004
because of his fearless pursuit of the truth regarding
the murder of 2 young girls in his constituency.

Professor Dr. Laiq Azam: an
unusual academic scholar with a rare
passion for  field work and for public
service who left for the eternal abode
far too early. He led the Social Work
Deptt. faculty in the University of
Karachi with distinction.

Abdul Karim: a vivid and distinct
individual with an eccentric,
charming personality who, upon
migration from across the border,
chose to  sett le in remote
Nagarparkar. He was deftly skilled
in handiwork and remained an
amiable, helpful participant in
collective efforts.

Leero: one of the first women of
Nagarparkar to become a member
of Baanhn Beli, she was an
extremely bold, forthright person
who defied conventions and took an
active part in public events. Coming
from the Kohli caste, she possessed
a sunny, warm disposition and
presented an " ajrak " to President Leghari in effortless
style.

Fakir Mir Mohammad: the  well-
regarded elder of village Khakanyar
Rahimali near Islamkot, he
extended generous hospitality to
visitors and stayed in frequent
contact with colleagues in Baanhn
Beli to ensure advancement of our
mission.

Nur Mohammad Shah: an individual highly
respected for his sagacity and his mature counsel,
he enjoyed a well-deserved reputation for promoting
harmony and goodwill amongst persons of diverse
faiths.

Baanhn Beli
a helping hand: a friend forever
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Those who
have
departed...
and are deeply
missed.

For all those associated with
Baanhn Beli since its
formation, and at points
during its growth, and are
not with us in life today, we
offer our prayers for the
eternal peace of their souls. They served with great devotion as

members of staff:
• Late Mohammad Faqir was office attendant in Baanhn Beli
from  Aug 1996 - 2008. He had an inimitable personality and
worked tirelessly.

• Late Arbab Ali Palli, Driver. He served 1993 - 2008. He
passed away in a tragic accident while on a private trip. His
age was only 32 years.

• Late Ahmed Khan Khoso, Security Gaurd, 1993 - 2008. He
passed away on 21st June 2008 at the age of about 42 years
after a long illness.
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“Apart from AKRSP’s (Aga Khan Rural Support Programme) impact on the
people of the Northern Areas, no NGO in Pakistan has had such an overwhelming
role in the lives of the people of an entire district as Baanhn Beli has in the
Tharparkar arid region.”
– from para 2 of the Executive Summary of an independent evaluation report titled:

“Baanhn Beli in Nagarparkar 1994-95”

Prepared by the IUCN Pakistan Programme

P.S. Thank you for your appreciation.
We admire AKRSP’s achievements–and wish we had more than a fraction of their financial resources!
Our work is driven primarily by voluntary effort – which needs long-term support and professional institutionalization.

“the unique and remarkable aspects of Baanhn Beli’s work is that in the years
when conditions had deteriorated in Sindh and extreme polarisation had taken
place between urban and rural areas, its city-based volunteer members regularly
travelled hundreds of kilometres through areas considered very unsafe to sustain
contact with village-based members in remote areas and steadily expanded the
scope of their work in critically difficult conditions.”

(late) Dr. Zaki Hasan
one of Pakistan’s most eminent medical specialists and
President, UNICEF Executive Board, New York, 1980-81:
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From an
independent
evaluation

A consistent
commitment

A gold medal
The Human Rights Society of Pakistan, Lahore presented
a Gold Medal to the founding president of Baanhn Beli

& to Baanhn Beli for “outstanding public service.”

11 May 2008:
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A statement by the people on
the development of the Thar region, Sind,
Pakistan:

1. We, the residents of Nagarparkar and of the Thar
region, and development specialists  in different
disciplines based in various cities of Pakistan
alongwith citizens resident in other parts of Pakistan,
constituting the first-ever such group of people to
meet together in Nagarparkar on this the third day
of August, 1987 do hereby affirm that on the basis
of existing research and data and on the basis of our
own survey of parts of the region, the Thar is
potentially a productive region whose resources in
people, agriculture, livestock and minerals, if properly
developed, with people’s participation, can establish
an enduring basis for a self-supporting economy
which is not entirely dependent on rainfall and which
enables optimum employment and high productivity
contributing to the economic progress of Sind and
of Pakistan.

2. At a time when both Sind province and Pakistan
have many priorities competing for limited resources,
the Thar region nevertheless deserves special attention
because:

 i) in comparison to other parts of Sind, the Thar
region suffers severe disparities.

 ii) whereas 30 per cent of Sind’s population has
convenient and quick access to drinking water, only
6 per cent of the Thar population has similar access.

iii) whereas about 35 per cent of Sind’s population
falls below the poverty line , over 80 percent of the
Thar population is below the poverty line.

 iv)whereas a dispensary is available in the rest of
Sind for every 7,000 persons, in Thar there is one
dispensary for every 13,000 persons.

 v) whereas literacy in Sind is 31 per cent, in the
Thar region it is only 13 per cent.

vi) whereas the length of metalled roads in the rest
of Sind is 0.05 km., for every 10 sq.km., in the Thar
it is less than 0.02 km.

vii) the Thar already makes a significant contribution
to the Sind economy by providing about one-third
of its livestock and yet the Thar receives, in return,
a proportionately low investment in basic services.

10

Work began in February
1985, leading to....

3rd August
1987:
The
Nagarparkar
Declaration...
...the founding document of
Bannhn Beli.
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supreme national concern that transcends all political
divisions and personal differences – all who care can
cooperate in relevant, practical action to provide
immediate relief, medium-term support and long-
term development planning.

9. While immediate action is required to render
desperately needed aid there is also needed, with
equal urgency, a comprehensive review of medium-
term and long-term development programmes in
order that they reflect accurately up-dated, on-the-
ground reality and in order that they meet the genuine
needs of the people.

10. The situation demands the mobilization and active

participation of the people in the process of
development. The solution lies in an unprecedented
degree of constructive cooperation between
institutions and individuals, at the grass-roots level
in the Thar region and at all other levels in the district,
division, province and country.

11. To do justice to the demands of the situation,
there is required a new people’s development alliance,
a framework within which one and all are able to
work together:

a–the people themselves, rural-based and urban-
based
b–all specialist government line departments
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viii) given even modest infrastructural
support, the Thar region can increase
the variety and volume of its
contribution to the economic progress
of the province and the country.

3. Presently, the Thar region is
suffering one of the worst periods of
its history. Sustained drought over
the past 4 years has further
highl ighted the  absence of
infrastructural facilities and the
difficulties of access to all parts of
the Thar.

4. A potent threat to the ecology of
the area has also emerged.

5. There is widespread human
malnutrition and under-nutrition.

6. The livestock of Thar is
experiencing starvation – the people
are next in line.

7. The children of Thar, who have an
equal right to the basic protection
from disease and infection already
available to children in other regions
of Pakistan, personify the deep agony
of the Thar.

8. The cause of the Thar region is a
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13. On behalf of the residents of the Thar:
Nur Mohammad Shah
M. Usman
Nawaz Khoso
Abdul Karim
Wali Mohammad Balouch
Ms. Leero
Abdul Latif
Ashraf Ali
Soonar A. Kumar
and Lal Khan

On behalf of the urban-based specialists: Dr. A.
Ghaffar Billoo, Dr. Hussain Buksh Kolachi, Dr. Farida
Yasmin, Dr. Qurrat-ul-Ain Bakhteari, Professor G.
Mastoi, Dr. Laique Azam (Late), Professor Ghous

Buksh Isani, Mrs. Manizeh Tariq Hussain and Senator
Javed Jabbar.

The workshop has recommended immediate
measures, i.e. by December 31, 1987.

In the next 8 weeks, the workshop will release:

–recommended medium-term measures, i.e. during
the 7th Five-Year Plan, 1988-93 and
–long-term planning prinicples, i.e. for implementation
by the year 2000.

12

c–Sind Arid Zone Development
Authority
d–Local Bodies
e–official administrative system.

f–international aid agencies
g–national and local institutions
h–concerned citizens
i–development specialists

The coordination required between
so many different sectors is a complex
challenge – but it is one that has to
be attempted because it is only
through such cooperation that the
people will be able to attain a decent
standard of living.

We therefore hereby establish the
Thar chapter of a people’s
development alliance.

12. On the basis of our observation,
investigation and discussions, we
recommend that specified measures
be implemented to help the Thar
region and the Thar people to take
their rightful place in national
progress.
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Urban
participants
of the
1987
workshop

1. Senator Javed Jabbar ....................Community worker
2. Dr. A. Ghaffar Billoo ....................Head of the Department of Paediatrics, Civil Hospital, Karachi.
3. Dr. Farida Yasmin .........................Naukot Rural Health Centre
4. Dr. Qurrat-ul-Ain Bakhteari .........Community Development Specialist
5. Dr. Hussain Bux Kolachi ..............College of Community Medicine, Lahore / Tando Kolachi.
6. Dr. Laique Azam...........................President, BUSTI & Associate Proffessor, Department of Social Work University o Karachi.
7. Mr. Jairam Das..............................Director Hydrogeology, WAPDA, Lahore.
8. Dr. Ghous Buksh Isani..................Dean, Faculty of Animal Husbandry, University of Agriculture, Tandojam.
9. Mrs. Manizeh Tariq Hussain.........President, Anjuman-e-Bahbood Sama-e-Atfal, Karachi.
10. Prof. G. M. Mastoi......................Assistant Professor, Social Work Department, University of Sindh.
11. Mrs. Nasreen Gul Mastoi............School Teacher
12. Mr. M. A. Shah ...........................Director, Appropriate Technology Development Organisation, Government of Pakistan.
13.Mr. Liaquat Ali ............................Appropriate Technology Development, Organization
14. Mr. Mohammad Iqbal .................Director Incharge, New and Renewable Energy Resources Government of Pakistan.
15. Mr. Imdad Soomro......................Assistant Commissioner, Livestock and Animal Husbandry Department, Government of Pakistan.
16. Mr. Aftab A. Siddiqui .................Assistant Engineer, Education Engineering Wing, Government of Sind.
17. Dr. Inayat H. Thaver ...................Aga Khan Hospital, Karachi.
18. Dr. Fawzia Zain Askari ...............Private medical practitioner.
19. Dr. Taskeen Razzak ....................Professor, Department of Microbiology, University of Karachi.
20. Dr. Javed Hussain .......................Assistant Professor, Anthropology, University of Karachi.
21. Dr. Shahid Iqbal ..........................Medical Secretary, All Pakistan Youth League.
22. Dr. Rauf Bawany ........................Demonstrator, Nawab-shah Medical College
23. Mr. Pershuttom Das ....................Mithi Agriculture Research Centre.
24. Mr. Bherulal T. Devrajain ...........Associate Professor and Chairman, Land & Water Management, Sind Agriculture University, Tandojam.
25. Sayed Akhlaque Hussain ............Managing Director, Pakistan Consultancy Services, National Development Finance Corporation.
26. Mr. Farhat Asrar..........................Advisor Engineering, Pakistan Consultancy Services, National Development Finance Corporation.
27. Mr. Nehal Hashmi, Advocate .....President, All Pakistan Youth League.
28. Mr. Younus Bandhani .................Chief Organizer, All Pakistan Youth League.
29. Mr. Zahid Rahim.........................Vice President, All Pakistan Youth League.
30. Mr. Zulfiqar Ahmed....................All Pakistan Youth League.
31. Mr. Laiq Ahmed..........................All Pakistan Youth League.
32. Mr. Nayyar Imam .......................MNJ Communications (Pvt.) Ltd.
33. Miss Rahat Afza..........................Head of Department & Teacher, College of Home Economics, Karachi.
34. Miss Adila Parveen.....................Student, College of Home Economics, Karachi.
35. Miss Farida Moosa .....................School teacher
36. Miss Zahida Moosa ....................School teacher
37. Mr. Ghayas A. Siddiqui ..............Vice President, Pakistan Association of Social Workers.
38. Mr. Usamah Sulaiman ................Social Worker
39. Mr. Tahir Masood Warsi .............Social Worker
40. Mr. Riaz Mohammad Gill...........Sub-Divisional Officer (Phones) T & T Department.
41. Mr. Ata Memon...........................Assistant Engineer, Education Department Government of Sindh.
42. Mr. Aafaq Ahmed .......................Video Cameraman
43. Mr. Masood Ahmed ....................Video Cameraman
44. Dr. Jaman Das.............................Assistant Director, Department of Health, Government of Sind.
45. Mr. Amjad Mustafa.....................Diversified Industries (Pvt.) Ltd.
46. Dr. Peter Hoschele ......................Director, Goethe Institute, Karachi.
47. Mrs. Helga Hoschele ..................Teacher
48. Mr. Wolfgang Hoschele ..............Overseas Student
49. Mr. Asghar Ali Abidi ..................Consultant, International Fund for Agricultural Development, Rome, Italy.
50. Mr. Nabeel Malik........................Aga Khan Rural Support Programme, Northern Areas.
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Giving money for a cause is good — and easy.

Giving time and personal attention to a cause
specially some distance away from your normal
place of residence and work is rare — and
difficult.  And even more expensive than giving
money.

Every individual from Karachi and other urban
centres of Sindh associated with the volunteer
work in the Tharparkar region and with the
formation and operation of Baanhn Beli has
regularly and frequently given five to six days
of working time every few weeks without charge
to make journeys over rugged terrain, often in
difficult and harsh conditions, sometimes even
risking health and safety.

Many of the individuals who have given their
time on a voluntary basis are highly successful
and eminent personalities in their respective fields
for whom each day spent in the cities would bring
substantial personal financial benefit.  Many
others who have contributed their time are
younger executives and students at crucial stages
of their careers who have nevertheless participated
in the work with complete devotion.

The work in the Tharparkar region is a fine
example of the volunteer spirit in action in its
most comprehensive sense: a sacrifice of time,
comfort and income.

Members and well-wishers of Baanhn Beli who
reside in small settlements throughout the
Tharparkar region, who are often struggling with
the basic problems of survival have always offered
a fulsome share of time, warmth and hospitality
in helping set a new standard of volunteerism.

There are some remarkable individuals, men and
women, who live in small Thar villages — people
of great charm, character and courage.  It is their
presence which enables Baanhn Beli to work
with confidence.

Between journeys into the Tharparkar region by
urban-based members, considerable time is
invested in the urban centers on actions to follow
up and implement on-going projects and for
future programmes, in conducting correspondence
and communication with other organizations and
related tasks.

The challenge for Baanhn Beli is to motivate and
enlist a larger number of individuals in both cities
and in villages to take work forward at a faster
pace.
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The
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spirit in
action
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1) Principle nos.8 and 9 of the 13 guiding principles
of Baanhn Beli state:

“8. Ensure open, transparent, accountable procedures”
“9. Keep accurate financial records that are regularly
audited by external,independent specialists.”

2) For about 18 years, one of Pakistan’s most reputed
firms of chartered accountants, KPMG Taseer Hadi
& Co. have audited our annual accounts.  These are
presented and approved each year at our annual
general body meeting.  For a brief period, Shah &
Company,Hyderabad have also served as auditors.

3) Our sources of funds/financial & other resources
comprise the following:

(a) Volunteer time, skills, office facilities and
other resources contributed by members.  These have
not been accurately calculated or monetized.  One
estimate is that this collective voluntary
contribution of time is equal to well above
Rs. 10 million per year — over the past 25/27
years. Or about Rs.300 million to date !

Note: all members of the Executive Committee
and other similar volunteers most often pay for their
own food, transport fuel and related costs incurred
during field work for Baanhn Beli.

(b) Donations in cash or kind by individual
citizens and enterprises / corporations / organizations.
 Some of these do not want their identities to be
known.

(c) Grants by donors for project work.  Donors

comprise a wide range e.g. individual public office
holders and institutions (President of Pakistan, 1994,
Rs.10 million; Trust for Voluntary Organizations,
Pakistan, 1990s; The Asia Foundation, 1990s and
2007, 2010-11; World Food Programme, 2000s; the
High Commission of Canada, 2001, etc.)

(d) Loans by support organizations (e.g. Pakistan
Poverty Alleviation Fund) to enable us to provide
micro-credit (Re-paid loans are then re-lent to other
applicants).

(e) Service charges earned on handling small
loans.

(f) Contributions by village communities to
projects of shared benefits.  Such contributions are
not paid to Baanhn Beli but expenses are incurred
directly by communities themselves where Baanhn
Beli contributes half or more of a given project’s
cost.

(f) Additional time and effort by staff members
over and above the call of duty.

4. Copies of audited accounts are provided each year
to the Department of Social Welfare, Government of
Sindh, which is the legal registration and supervisory
body for voluntary organizations in Sindh.

5.All bank accounts are operated jointly by a minimum
of two elected volunteer office-bearers.

15
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Highlights:

25 pivotal
points in the
quarter
century.

There have been even more than 25 decisive moments and times. But placed below are a number of them
to coincide with the number of the  anniversary !

1. The first journey of discovery: February 1985.
Dawn published a front-page report with a photograph which focused unprecedented national and international
attention on the severely disadvantaged conditions of Tharparkar.For details, please see report below.

TETANUS AND TEARS: A young
woman, from a desert village near
Nagarparkar on the Pak-Indian border,
six months pregnant, received deep
wounds in the chest and abdomen from
the horns of a bullock as she attempted
to tie the animal to a post. In an area
where there is no ambulance — and
no convenient phone connection — it
took her family over eight hour to
bring her the eight miles from the
vil lage to the set t lement of
Nagarparkar which has a dispensary
and a doctor — but, alas, no anti-
tetanus vaccines because the
refrigerator needed to store vaccines
stopped working at some point in
1971. (The rusting fridge in the
dispensary is one of the few things
reportedly not taken by the Indian
Army which occupied the place for
over a year after the 1971 war). The
woman reached the dispensary at the
very time a few days ago when a multi-
sectoral group of individuals in
different disciplines from Karachi
touring the Tharparkar desert region
as part of a Mobile Learning Seminar

organized by the Karachi Chapter of
the Society for International
Development was visiting the
dispensary in Nagarparkar to
familiarise itself with working
conditions. A member of the group,
Dr Ghaffar Billoo, a well-known
medical practitioner, examined the
young woman's wounds and tried to
give comfort with the news that the
unborn baby appeared to be unharmed.
Her husband would have to wait for
a few hours till the next "chakda" (a
World War II-vintage truck) starts the
desert-crossing to Naukot where anti-
tetanus vaccine may possibly be
available. Meanwhile, in Nagarparkar,
where, close to a dispensary which
does not have a refrigerator for the
past 15 years, finishing touches are
being applied to a new Rural Health
Centre constructed at a reported cost
of over three million rupees. As she
waited for the vaccines to arrive, the
young woman bore her pain, and the
paradoxes of development, in noble
silence. —Words: Javed Jabbar. Photo:
Ebrahim Viyani.
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Senator, was assigned
by him for the construction of the first-ever girls'
primary, middle and high school in Nagarparkar,
the first buildings for  girls' high schools in Islamkot
and Mithi and for community centres. The
amount was spent directly by the Government
departments concerned after the projects were
proposed by the Senator, and approved by the
Government.

3. Journeys of further exploration and discovery
to different parts of Tharparkar by groups from
Karachi
continued during the later parts of 1985, and in
1986 and 1987.

Organization of health care camps and missions,
taking  paediatricians, female doctors and paramedics
under the guidance of the eminent Dr. Ghaffar Billoo.

17

2. The election of Javed Jabbar to
the Senate of Pakistan in March
1985.
The plight of the region was raised
in Parliament and stimulated some
official responses.

An amount of Rs.15 million @ Rs.
5 million per year, for 3 years,
available to each Senator
for allocation to development projects
in the Province represented by the
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elsewhere in this report. Commencement of multi-
sectoral work detailed elsewhere.

5. The conduct of emergency relief campaigns in
remote villages during the extreme drought in the

18

t o  t h e
door-steps
o f  f a r -
f l u n g
vil lages.
A l s o
t a k i n g
generators
along to
e n a b l e
villagers
to  v iew

TV for the first time and use video
tapings to demonstrate methods for

improved personal hygiene even with
limited water supply.

4. The formal adoption of the
founding document of Baanhn Beli
known as the Nagarparkar
Declaration on 3rd August 1987 on
the conclusion of a well-attended
development workshop. The text of
the Declaration is reproduced



with this amount and with his other savings and
generate income from the hiring of the camel's services
for transportation needs of local villagers. The loan
was to be re-paid at the rate of Rs. one per day and
was actually re-paid in full and in advance. Liaquat
was given a loan of Rs. 2,000 for purchase of a
donkey which could also be used as animal labour
to generate income. Liaquat repaid the loan on time
and the donkey worked hard and tirelessly! This
success led to the introduction of a regular small
loans programme in later years, which has continued
for the next 18 years.

7. The first-ever mobile Science exhibition and
planetarium
which drew large crowds in Islamkot, brought into
Tharparkar by Baanhn Beli in 1990 with the co-
operation of the Ministry of Science and Technology
(of which the founding president of Baanhn Beli  at
that time was the Minister of State).

8. The convening of the first-ever international
workshop on development of arid regions in village
Wajuto in May 1990.

with diverse, large-scale participation from Islamabad,
Australia, multi-lateral aid agencies, urban centres,
Federal and Provincial Governments, citizens and
specialists from urban areas and villagers alongwith
an exhibition of new technologies of arid region
development.The workshop was  described by the
chief guest, Mr Aftab Mirani, Chief Minister of Sindh,
as " a miracle in the desert ".

9. Appointment of the first full-time staff member
of Baanhn Beli in 1991 in  the person of Mr Younus
Bandhani,
previously a volunteer-worker for the past 5 years.
He has remained associated with the organization
throughout since then, and presently serves as Director
and administrative head of the organization with
exceptional dedication.

 A survey visit by Mr Anis Dani, chief executive,
Trust for Voluntary Organizations,
Islamabad in 1992  who concluded that Baanhn Beli's
work needed immediate support by TVO to expand
the scale and outreach of initiatives.

10. With the support of TVO, the launch of the

Baanhn Beli
a helping hand: a friend forever

first half of 1988, collection of food,
clothes, shoes and toys from school
children and citizens of Karachi for

distribution to poor children and
adults.

6. The first small loan given by
Baanhn Beli to Roopa Kohli of
Nagarparkar in 1990 of Rs.5,000/-
to enable him to purchase a camel

19



multi-sectoral Village Community
D e v e l o p m e n t  P r o j e c t  i n
Nagarparkar in 1993-94 with full-
time staff and offices and with M.K.
Marri  as Project  Director
who was an off icer  of  the
Government of Pakistan and Sindh
released on deputation. He became a
volunteer worker onwards of the year
2000 and is the present elected
President for 2011-12. M.K. Marri
has made a vital contribution both as
Project Director and as volunteer-
President for 2 terms. For the first
t i m e  i n  1 9 9 3 - 9 4 ,  w o m e n
professionals from urban centres
began to reside and work in
Nagarparkar and they  worked in
health care, community mobilization,
etc.

Baanhn Beli
a helping hand: a friend forever

11. Visit by Hakim Mohammad Said, the eminent
Governor of Sindh
to the Baanhn Beli office in Nagarparkar in 1993
alongwith Provincial Minister Hakim Mohammad
Ahson.

12. First-ever visit  by a Head of State of Pakistan
to Nagarprakar and the region when President
Farooq Leghari
accepted the invitation  from Baanhn Beli and spent
several hours on 26th February 1994 in inter-actions
with villagers and projects. He addressed a large
gathering and announced a special grant of Rs.10

million for Baanhn Beli. Accompanying him were
the Governor of Sind, Mr Mahmood Haroon, Chief
Minister of Sind, Mr Abdullah Shah, Federal Minister
for Petroleum, Mr Anwar Saifullah, legislators Arbab
Ghulam Rahim and others. Breaking with conventions
of using males to recite holy verses and present the
ceremonial " ajrak " to the President, verses from the
Holy Quran were recited at the start of the public
meeting by a poor Muslim village woman named

Zarina and the " ajrak ' was presented to the President
by Ms Leero,  a woman member of Baanhn Beli
from the deprived, " untouchable "  Hindu Kohli
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14. In 1995,on the 50th
anniversary of the formation of
the United Nations in 1945, "
“Friends of the United
Nations” in New York, USA
selected Baanhn Beli as the
only organization from
Pakistan to receive a Special
Award for “creating common
unity” between diverse peoples
and for its public service. Other
awards have also been  received
over the past 2 decades.
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caste. The featuring of these 2 women
in procedures always reserved for
men initiated a basic change in
traditional discriminatory attitudes to
women in the region.

13. Due to the extraordinary
success of VCDP, TVO  decided to
extend support for an additional 2
years in 1995- 96
and to support its expansion to other
parts of Tharparkar, including Mithi.

Presented by “Friends of the United Nations”, New York, 1995
on the 50th aniversary of the formation of the UN.
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The then-Governor of S indh, Lt. General (r)
Moin Haider visited the computer centre in 1997
and distributed certificates to graduates.

16. In 1996-98 and onwards, the Social Action
Programme supported introduction of Baanhn

Beli's work in Northern Tharparkar with an
outreach approach based in Umarkot which
successfully covered several dozens of villages.

17. In June 1996, former Speaker of the National

Assembly and former Chief Minister of Punjab
Mr Malik Meraj Khalid ( who went on to become
Caretaker Prime Minister of Pakistan in November
1996 ) , made a special visit to the Karachi office of
Baanhn Beli and imparted his great wisdom and
experience of leading development and welfare work

over several decades.

18. In January 1997, Baanhn Beli cooperated with
the Federal Ministry of Petroleum and Natural
Resources ( in which, at that time, the founding
president of Baanhn Beli was the Minister )and the
Department of Mineral Resources of the Government
of Sindh to organize a workshop in Islamkot to take
stock of actions to date on the development of the
vast coal deposits found in Tharparkar near
Islamkot in 1993- 94 . The aims were to identify
measures needed to be taken to accelerate further
research and investigation to enable proper
exploitation of this treasure to generate energy supply
while,

15. In 1995, using part of the
amount donated by President
Leghari, Baanhn Beli opened the
first-ever computer education
centre of Tharparkar

and operated on a public service basis.
Students would ride camels to the

centre in Islamkot and sit down at
computer key-boards. The centre was
re-located to Mithi 3 years later and
continues to operate in 2011. It has
helped make well over 1800 persons
computer-literate and facilitated their
gainful employment.
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world's largest and oldest environment organization
which is also the only such organization with official
Observer status at the United Nations. Through the
Pakistan office of IUCN which has rendered crucial
services to the Government and the people of Pakistan
in providing expert advice for the formulation of
ecological strategies, laws, policies and rules and has
also conducted independent evaluations of projects
and programmes, including  the work of Baanhn
Beli.
20. In the second half of the 1990s, previous as well
as new partnerships with organizations such as
The Asia Foundation and Friedrich Ebert Stiftung

and with support from Pakistani corporations such
as EBM, and Rotary Clubs and others, promotion of
girls' and  women's health
and  education in particular were expanded and
extended.
One of the founder-members of Baanhn Beli, Dr.
Hussain Buksh Kolachi, who presently serves
as Head of the Community Medicine Department at
the Liaquat Medical University, Jamshoro, was elected

President of Baanhn Beli for the 1999-2000 term.
He was associated with the original decision by the
founding president taken in 1984 to plan the first
journey of discovery in February 1985 and has
remained an active leader and respected member
with his village Tando Kolachi becoming a model
village in the past 25 years.

21. In May 2000, during a period of sustained and
severe drought affecting Sindh and  Balochistan ),
General Pervez Musharraf, Chief Executive of
Pakistan ( in whose cabinet the founding president
of Baanhn Beli served 1999-October 2000 as Adviser
on National Affairs and Federal Minister for
Information and Media Development ) visited
Tharparkar alongwith members of the cabinet,
including the founding president of Baanhn Beli.
At a meeting with citizens in Chhachro, he announced
a special grant of Rs.100 million for the drought-
affected areas. In the subsequent 3 to 4 years, there
was a rapid and visible improvement in piped water
supply to Mithi and other points, speedy construction
of quality metalled roads, electrification of
Nagarparkar and dramatic change for the better in
telecommunications and connectivity. Earlier, in
response to appeals from Baanhn Beli, General
Musharraf announced that tillers of the farm-land
left behind in 1971 by persons of Tharparkar who
had migrated to India during and after the 1971 war
would be given proprietary rights, a decision later
snarled by lack of implementation.

22. During the 2002-2007 phase, a woman member
of Baanhn Beli, Ms Gul-i-Farkhanda, resident of
Karachi, was elected on seats reserved for women

at  the same t ime,  ensuring
environmental safeguards and
protection of the region's ecology.

19. Through its construction onwards
of 1992 of small reservoirs to store
precious rain water instead of

allowing the water to " run off " into
the salty Rann of Kutch near
Nagarpa rka r,  Baanhn Be l i
established a model for low-cost,
community-managed water storage
and supply systems which were
emulated by others and brought many
benefits to thousands.
In this same year, Baanhn Beli
became a member of IUCN, the



education, infrastructure services, water resources
and capacity building as also thousands of women
in particular have been issued Computerized  National
Identity Cards for the first time and have been
registered as voters. By conducting programmes for
monitoring of public institutions and facilitating
dialogue between elected representatives, officials
and citizens, Baanhn Beli has also supported
improvement in governance and transparency and
accountability.

24. Whether it is earlier visits or the visit in May
2001 by the High Commissioner of Canada
in Pakistan, Mr Ferry de Kerchkove and his wife,
or whether it is the visit in June 2011 of a group of
Karachi-based journalists with the co-operation
of IUCN, Baanhn Beli has introduced the realities
and the needs of Tharparkar to a wide variety of
persons and groups since 1985. Many of these visitors
have returned from the region to provide moral,
intellectual, media or  financial support to the

development of the region as also active advocacy
for the people of that area on the provincial, national
and international levels.

25. Regardless of the operating conditions between
urban and rural Sindh which, in the past 25 years
have often been unstable, with frequent stoppages,
break-downs, lack of law and order, Baanhn Beli
has held its annual general body meetings without
fail for every single year since 1987. Attended by
members and representatives of community
organizations who travel long distances, these
meetings, whose venues are deliberately rotated to
enable equity for all relevant locations and members,
are open, participative inter-actions in which there
is candid, informative discussion and exchange of
facts and opinions on a range of issues. Financial
records and audit reports are presented, discussed
and approved by members in the interest of
transparency and accountability. Similarly, elections
have been held regularly every 2 years in keeping
with the basic democratic principles of Baanhn Beli.
Using an open consensual approach rather than a
conflictual, competitive approach, members are
elected to the Executive Committee for a 2-year term
while representing the different talukas and parts of
urban and rural Sindh. The Committee,
in turn, elects its office-bearers who serve entirely
on a voluntary basis.

Baanhn Beli
a helping hand: a friend forever

to the National Aseembly of Pakistan.
In the years 2005-2006, she allocated
over Rs.20 million for the
electrification of about 15  remote
villages in the Chhachro and Mithi
talukas, bringing   electric light into
hundreds of homes for the first time.
As all these villages are far from the
existing and planned grids, it will
take several years before normal

electrification reaches their areas.
In 2007, Ms Gul-i-Farkhanda was
also elected President of Baanhn Beli
for 2007-8.

23. Onwards of 2003, Baanhn Beli
entered into partnership agreements
with the Pakistan Poverty
Alleviation Fund ( PPAF ) and the
Free & Fair Election Network (
FAFEN ).
Through these separate agreements,
tens of thousands of the poor have
received vital support in the first
decade of the 21st century in health,
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25 projects
successfully
implemented
in 25 years
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25/27 years of volunteer-led
service.

• The pioneering public service non-
official organization that began
sustained relief and development
work in the Tharparkar arid region.

• A unique, rural-urban bridge
(spanning 600 k.m.!) of friendship
and development co-operation.

• A totally de-centralized, grass-
roots based operational structure:
e.g. the Karachi office in 2011 has
a staff of three !

• Even while expanding its scale of
work, by choice Baanhn Beli avoids
the pursuit of “big money”, “big
staff”, “big offices” — because

small is also big — and beautiful !

• A primary focus on empowering
women, girl children, religious
minorities and “untouchable” castes,
and the poorest of the poor.

• While working in a wide range of
sectors: we combine advocacy,
capacity-building and service
delivery.

• Since about the mid-1990s: we
maintain a low media profile but
are significantly advancing work
on the ground.
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Thematic
Summary
1985 – 2011
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Beginning the next 25 years....

In the 25th anniversary year -- 2011 --
of the formal adoption -- on 3rd August 1987 -- of

the Nagarparkar Declaration
the founding document of Baanhn Beli

and the 27th anniversary of the start
of voluntary work in Tharparkar

in February 1985
this plaque marks the foundation stone-laying ceremony of the

Baanhn Beli Friendship Centre Nagarparkar
in 2011.

Names of members present at this ceremony
are inscribed on a separate plaque.

May all persons who read this text be blessed with well-being
and may they contribute to justice, peace and progress.

The pioneering urban-rural bridge of friendship & development co-operation

Baanhn Beli

a friend forever
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Beginning the next 25 years....

The pioneering urban-rural bridge of friendship & development co-operation

In the 25th anniversary year -- 2011 --
of the formal adoption -- on 3rd August 1987 -- of

the Nagarparkar Declaration
the founding document of Baanhn Beli

and the 27th anniversary of the start
of voluntary work in Tharparkar

in February 1985
this plaque marks the foundation stone-laying ceremony of the

Baanhn Beli Friendship Centre Mithi
in 2011.

Names of members present at this ceremony
are inscribed on a separate plaque.

May all persons who read this text be blessed with well-being
and may they contribute to justice, peace and progress.

Baanhn Beli

a friend forever


